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“

“

Our vision is to combine opulence and
nature to culminate in lifestyle artistry.

AURUM sits on the edge of the world, looking out to
the infinite blue of the Atlantic. Time here passes in
technicolour – its precious minutes measured in deep
rose, blazing amber, glittering gold, silver and turquoise.
Evocative, evolving and enriching, the beauty of this
natural canvas knows no bounds. From sunrise to sunset,
it will move your heart, soothe your mind and stir
your soul.
Only a true work of art could pay homage to this
incredible setting. AURUM is that living masterpiece…

“

“

Love of beauty is taste. The creation of beauty is art.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON

Site to be redeveloped

DEVELOPMENT ARTISTRY
AURUM is a Latin word meaning ‘shining dawn’, while
Au is the symbol for gold. Taken together, it is a name
that instantly conveys the scintillating beauty of this
location, along with the rich opulence of the residences
themselves.
Sitting on the site of the iconic Ambassador Hotel in
Victoria Road, Bantry Bay, Cape Town – one of South
Africa’s most exclusive addresses – AURUM will redefine
the concept of limited edition living in South Africa.
Indeed, the continent has yet to see a development
of this calibre. So timeless in style, so future forward
in spirit, so uncompromising on quality, AURUM will
confidently compete with the very best New York, Dubai
and London has to offer.
Da’Realty is an international player intent on turning
property development into an art form. With AURUM it
will deliver a stroke of pure brilliance.

*ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

THE PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCES

HENRY WARD BEECHER

“

“

Every artist dips his brush in his own soul,
and paints his own nature into his pictures.

N A T U R A L LY I N S P I R E D
Cutting-edge, cosmopolitan and cultural. As a city, Cape
Town is all of these things. It is also blessed with one of
the world’s most breathtaking settings. Together these
facets have created a precious jewel: a location over
Cape Town is consistently voted one of the world’s
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top three best and most beautiful cities. Serenaded by
craggy mountains carpeted in lush vegetation, Blue Flag
beaches, vineyards and the earth’s smallest and most
diverse floristic kingdom, the city’s global appeal is easy
to appreciate.
In terms of lifestyle, few places in the world can compete.
Where else can you roll out of bed and go for a long
run along the ocean’s edge, barely minutes later enjoy
breakfast on top of Table Mountain, then have lunch at
your choice of literally dozens of designer wine farms,
followed by high-end shopping that same afternoon,
and then end the day with an evening soirée at a trendy
city cocktail bar right on the beach?
Cape Town has it all: exquisite natural beauty, refined
entertainment options and a friendly, open heart that
dances to its own unique beat – one that is distinctly
African, but with delicate European overtones.

In close proximity to AURUM:
•	Sea Point Promenade –
200m
• Cape Town CBD – 7km
• Clifton Beach – 800m
• Camps Bay Beach – 4km
• Llandudno Beach – 3.4km
• C
 ape Town International
Convention Centre – 7km
•	Victoria and Alfred
Waterfront – 6km
•	Cape Town International
Airport – 25km
•	South African National
Gallery – 9.4km
• Theatre on the Bay – 4.9km
•	Constantia Wine Route –
8.4km

S I G N AT U R E S T Y L E
Cape Town boasts some of the continent’s most
exquisite private residences. And the most expensive of
these can be found along the Atlantic Seaboard.
Known as ‘The African Riviera’, this stunning run of
coastline winds its way from the world-famous Victoria &
Alfred Waterfront, all the way through to Hout Bay on the
western peninsula. The drive along this route is simply
sublime. The majestic slopes of Lion’s Head and the
Twelve Apostles drop away into the deep blue Atlantic,
their path broken only by a sliver of road lined with ultraluxury villas and condominiums. The sweeping views
from this cliffside location are awe-inspiring.
Beautiful people meet and greet in trendy pavement
cafés and coffee shops. Lazy lunches and sundowners are
served on terraces of trendy restaurants, while a plethora
of stylish bars and clubs play host to a sophisticated
clientele come evening.
And the most prized suburbs along the Atlantic
Seaboard are Clifton, and of course, perched over the
ocean, beautiful Bantry Bay – home to AURUM.

PICTURE PERFECT
AURUM enjoys arguably Cape Town’s most affluent
address.
Set against the dramatic backdrop of Lion’s Head,
Bantry Bay is ideally placed for both city and luxurious
beach living. This secluded location can also lay claim
to almost 300 wind-free days a year – a real boon when
the notorious ‘Cape Doctor’ blows into town during the
summer months.
A few minutes stroll away and right next door lies Clifton,
boasting not one, but four of the world’s most fabulous
beaches, aptly named Clifton 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th.
A picture postcard scene of pure powder white sands
and the sight, scent and sound of the Atlantic breakers
hitting the shore greet you at the bottom.

JERZY KOSINSKI

“

“

The principles of true art is
not to portray, but to evoke.

HIGH DESIGN
There will be two sides to AURUM – literally.
The oceanside of Victoria Road will see the original
Ambassador Hotel transformed into the AURUM
PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCES, while the AURUM LUXURY
RESIDENCES will occupy an elevated position on the
Elegant cascading waterfall facades are a uniting feature
on both buildings, linking them architecturally and
providing a hint at the quintessential luxury that lies
within. Their respective reception areas do the same:
adorned with Murano glass and crystal chandeliers by
Venetian glass-blowing artists – a grand and gracious
welcome is something you’re assured of.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

“

“

Space is the breath of art

*ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

THE PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCES
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EIGHT PRESIDENTIAL
RESIDENCES
Expansive, exemplary and bathed in natural light,
AURUM’s eight Presidential Residences are beyond
enjoy private lift access.

FIFTEEN LUXURY
RESIDENCES

True opulence in this case is the view – and it is

These fifteen sumptuous condominiums will enjoy

capitalised on at every opportunity, with extensive floor

elevated ocean views and the same superb designer

to ceiling glazing, vast open-plan living spaces and a

specifications.

complementary colour palette of soft neutral tones.

The building’s new vertical extension will be capped by

compare. Each residence will occupy its own floor and

In addition to Armani Dada designer kitchens, each
residence will boast imported appliances, dressing room
fittings, sanitary ware and sound systems from famous

a show-stopping four bedroom penthouse – a palatial
530m2 pad containing every creature comfort and
designer detail.

international designers – a standard of finish that raises
the bar in both a local and international context.

2, 3, 4 & 5 bedroom configurations • 210m2 – 750m2 in size • Ultra spacious bedroom and living room layouts
Designer kitchens from the Armani Dada Collection (in the three penthouse residences) with Gaggenau integrated appliances
Dressing room by Italian fitters Molteni and C Dada • Audio visual systems by sound masters Bang & Olufsen
Sanitary ware fitting by Italian craftsmen GESSI • Sensational sunrises and sunsets • Two private parking bays

2, 3 & 4 bedroom configurations • 117m2 – 530m2 in size • Contemporary neutral colour palette • Imported luxury
specification Two private parking bays • Fabulous elevated ocean and mountain views
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THE PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCES
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DIFFERENT
I N T E R P R E TAT I O N
Global property investment company Da’Realty believes that
true luxury is defined by the same criteria the world over.
High net worth investors demand environments that offer rare
levels of scenic beauty, as well as exceptional opportunities
for leisure and pleasure. They want easy access to art, culture,
sport and fine dining experiences. Cape Town has these
in abundance – hence the strong demand for its high-end
properties from both local and international investors.
Da’Realty is focused on finding locations that exude these
innate investment qualities. In return, it is taking luxury
development to a new level – namely that of ART, creating
opulent residences that promise not only high living, but also
high returns.
Da’Realty is an investment subsidiary of DARVESH – a 106
year old privately owned company with an annual turnover
running into billions of dollars. DARVESH is also a pioneer
in multiple business sectors, with offices across Africa, Asia,
the Middle East and Europe. DARVESH has been delivering
bespoke high-end products to a distinguished clientele of
over 96 luxury brands including Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent,
LVMH, Tom Ford and Christian Dior for well over a decade.

AURUM signals a new dawn in luxury living. A golden
opportunity for connoisseurs of quality to secure not just
a home, but a designer masterpiece.
Experience the perfect symmetry of art and life at
AURUM.
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For more information, please call us on:
+27 21 202 2274 / +27 81 842 0937
or email: aurumsa.darealty@darvesh.com
*The AURUM project is currently in planning and development phase and the final product may differ
from the artist’s impressions/pictures depicted in this document.

